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Abstract. For a finite field GF(pn ) where p is prime and n ≥ 1, with field
polynomial C, we give an algorithm to compute the traces of the powers ak
of a root a of C, for 0 ≤ k < n. The computational cost is that of one
classical multiplication, with space requirement proportional to n. Finally we
give a variant of the algorithm the requires just one division of power series.
Thereby we obtain a computational cost that is at most 3 times of the cost of
multiplying two power series up to the n-th term.

Let C(x) be a polynomial of degree n in the indeterminate x with n roots a0 ,
a1 , . . . , an−1
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We define (following [6, sec.32])
(2)

sk

:= ak0 + ak1 + . . . + akn−1

Then, for m = 1, . . . , n, we have Newton’s formula:
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Now let C = c0 + c1 x + c2 x2 + . . . + cn xn be an irreducible polynomial over GF(p)
2
3
n−1
with roots a0 = a, a1 = ap , a2 = ap , a3 = ap , . . . , an−1 = ap . We want to
compute the trace vector [tk ]0≤k<n , where tk = Tr(ak ), and Tr is the absolute trace
as defined in [4, p.51]. Let z be a field element z in polynomial basis representation
Pn−1
z = j=0 ej aj . Given the trace vector, the trace Tr(z) can be computed in linear
Pn−1
time as the inner product Tr(z) = j=0 ej tj .
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Using cn = 1 (monic polynomial C) and tj = sj we rewrite Newton’s formula
as
(4a)

t1

= −1 cn−1

(4b)

t2

= −cn−1 t1 − 2 cn−2

(4c)

t3

= −cn−1 t2 − cn−2 t1 − 3 cn−3

(4d)

t4

= −cn−1 t3 − cn−2 t2 − cn−3 t1 − 4 cn−4
..
.

(4e)

tk

= −cn−1 tk−1 − cn−2 tk−2 − . . . − cn−k−1 t1 − k cn−k
..
.

To compute the trace vector, make the assignments in the given order, and finally
compute t0 = n mod p. The computational cost is n2 field operations and does not
involve any polynomial modular reduction so the method can be worthwhile even
for the determination of the trace of just one element. While the computation by
the definition is proportional to n2 in theory, the practical cost is of order n3 due
to the modular reductions, unless the polynomial C is very sparse.
In [1] the relations (4a. . . 4e) are used to determine certain properties of the
trace vector. For example, the binary polynomials with just one nonzero entry in
the trace vector are characterized. The use for the computation of the trace vector,
however, was not considered.
The following variant of the algorithm, suggested by Richard Brent, shows that
the computation is equivalent to a division of power series. Let R be the reciprocal
polynomial of C, then (see [3, p.135])
(5)
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Differentiating both sides gives
(6)
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While equation 5 is only valid over characteristic zero, equation 6 holds for finite
fields, as can be verified by multiplying both sides by R(x) and equating coefficients.
Using Newton’s method for the inversion we obtain a computational cost of γ M (n)
where M (n) is the cost for the multiplication of two power series up to order xn and
γ is a constant. The constant γ equals at most three: if the division is performed
by one inversion, which is about the same cost as two multiplications with the
second order Newton iteration, and one final multiplication with R0 (x). There are
techniques to lower the constant for the division. For large n the multiplications
should be done by one of the splitting schemes suggested in [2] or by FFT methods
such as given in [5].
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